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Albert 1er 

"Peaceful and Convenient for the Shops"

The rooms at this restful hotel are spacious and comfortable; all are

furnished with complimentary fabrics, television and air conditioning and

most have a balcony overlooking the Rue des Rivals and its pink brick

buildings. Close by, in the famous Place du Capitole, you have markets

and the historic part of Toulouse. Everywhere is easily accessible thanks

to the métro and bus network on the hotel's doorstep.

 +33 5 6121 1791  www.hotel-albert1.com  toulouse@hotel-

albert1.com

 8 rue Rivals, 7, rue J-F

Kennedy, Toulouse

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Le Père Léon 

"Suitable for the Family & Well Placed"

This hotel is located right in the heart of Toulouse's historic centre. The

same family has run it for four generations. There is a bar and a brasserie,

the rooms are soundproofed and the décor is classic.

 +33 5 6121 7039  www.pere-leon.com/  2 place Esquirol, Toulouse

 by Booking.com 

Hôtel des Arts 

"Warm & Welcoming"

Between the shopping district in the town centre and the famous

Augustin Museum, this hotel suits those on slender budgets. Used by

students, teachers and tourists from all over the world, it is appreciated

for its warm welcome and outdoor patio. A fireplace contributes to the

warmth of your charming bedroom, and most of the rooms have the same

view across the rooftops.

 +33 5 6123 3621  1 rue des Cantégril, Toulouse

 by Booking.com 

Hôtel Saint Sernin 

"Stylish & Centrally Located"

Hôtel Saint Sernin is a relatively small hotel that comprises 17 rooms, all of

which have been recently renovated giving the hotel a very contemporary

and romantic feel. Located in the centre of town, close to the city hall,

major auditoriums, restaurants, conference centres and shops, this cosy

and modern hotel faces the Saint-Sernin Basilica that can actually be seen

from most rooms. Each room has a private bathroom, hair-dryer, TV, air-

conditioner and WIFI access. An iPod station and a mini-bar are available

in suites. A buffet type breakfast is served for all the guests. A very small

private parking lot is available with extra charges. Booking is required.

 +33 5 6121 7308  www.hotelstsernin.com/  contact@hotelstsernin.com  2 rue Saint Bernard,

Toulouse
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 by Booking.com 

Croix Baragnon 

"Tranquillity & Charm"

Its situation between the Saint Etienne Cathedral and the Augustin

Museum is a real boon for tourists. The hotel boasts a flower-filled patio,

charming balconies and a peaceful setting. The Truffe du Quercy

restaurant is nearby.

 +33 5 6152 6010  www.hotelcroixbaragnon.

com/

 hotelcroixbaragnon.toulou

se@orange.fr

 17 rue Croix-Baragnon,

Toulouse

 by Engin_Akyurt   

Hotel Albion 

"Peaceful & Close to the Tourist Attractions"

Ten minutes from train and métro stations and only 100 meters (328 feet)

from the airport shuttle, this modern, comfortable hotel is equally

convenient for business travelers and tourists. The former come for the

peace they need for their work, while tourists take advantage of reduced

weekend rates and longer stays. It's also close to all major attractions.

 +33 5 6115 1036  www.choicehotels.com/fr-fr/france/t

oulouse/quality-inn-hotels/fr518

 28 rue Bachelier, Toulouse

 by Booking.com 

Hôtel d'Orsay 

"Comfortable & Restful"

This modern hotel is a stone's throw from the Matabiau Station and the

Canal du Midi. The bedrooms are quiet and come with en-suite bathroom.

There's an attractive garden, which the breakfast room overlooks.

 +33 5 6162 7161  hoteldorsay.free.fr/BD/orsay1_fr_B

D.html

 8 boulevard Bonrepos, Toulouse
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